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ABSTRACT
Singapore’s Vanishing Old Trades is an interactive and innovative resource package

aimed at educating Hwa Chong Institution High School students on the different old

trades in Singapore, such that they could learn more about the Singapore culture and

clear misconceptions about old trades. This resource package consists of a website and

an Instagram page, which are easily accessible by students. The website mainly

focuses on 6 old trades, namely: Popiah Making, Puppet Making and Performance,

Rattan Making, Street Barbers, Street Cobblers, as well as Traditional Coffee and Tea

Making. The website also houses sections on the history and heritage of old trades,

quizzes, games and interviews. We also left our email on the website, so that students

could send in any queries that they might have. With Instagram being such a popular

platform nowadays, we decided to use it for uploading our infographics to spread

awareness about old trades. Our resources were all found online and thus students can

easily access them
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rationale
Ever since the rapid development of Singapore in the late 20th century, many old trades

have lost their popularity due to their lack of competitiveness in the market. Many of

these old trades are extremely laborious and may require special skill sets that can only

be obtained through multiple years of experience. Hence, many stall owners fail to find

successors. As such, many of these old trades are gradually vanishing. Since these

trades are part of our rich cultural heritage, we decided to create this project to allow

students to appreciate the beauty of these old trades and to safeguard these old trades

that represent a part of our Singaporean identity.

1.2 Objectives
The objectives of this project were:

● To allow students to appreciate the history and culture of these old trades.

● To advocate the importance of these old trades and to uphold this unique

Singaporean heritage that is engraved in us.

● To provide information for students to explore these old trades on their own.

● To clarify misconceptions they had about old trades.

1.3 Target Audience
The target audience was Hwa Chong Institution High School students.
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1.4 Resources Created
The online resources created consisted of a website and an Instagram page.

Website Home Page (Link:

https://sites.google.com/d/1mWp4STxH4S9VcwhgrT2-7Pc-AJ92lUvK/p/1ZYtb2gfxQwn17OYID54T1Ar3g

UfBFY6X/edit)

Instagram Page (Link: https://www.instagram.com/singapore_vanishing_old_trades/)
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2. REVIEW
Article 1: This article was published by The Smart Local in 2015. The article talks about

how many of these old trades are closing down because they cannot keep up with times

and cannot compete with other bigger corporations. The article also tells how old trades

are part of Singapore’s tradition, heritage and history. This shows that the competitive

society now has caused many of these old trades to slowly vanish. It is worrying as if

these old trades are gone, we are actually losing a very important part of our tradition,

heritage and history. Thus, we have to give more voices to these old trades and pass

this rich culture of old trades down to the younger generations.

Article 1: The Passion Behind The tradition

Article 2: This is an article by The Fun Social that was published in 2018. The article

talks about how old trades in Singapore are vanishing because of the rapid

development towards modernity. People are starting to forget about these old trades

and it is worrying because we would be losing our heritage and culture with these old

trades gradually vanishing into the insignificant part of Singapore. The article reminds

us that we should never forget our roots and should thus preserve these old trades.
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Article 2: 8 Dying Trades in Singapore Our Future Gen Might Not Experience

Article 3: This Klook article was published in 2020. The article talks about how

Singapore’s vanishing old trades will make many feel like a stranger in their backyard,

and how many of these old trades have actually downsized ever since the 21st century.

The article also talks about the rich heritage these old trades encompass. This shows

that many Singaporeans actually are unaware about the existence of these old trades.

Old trades have been losing popularity and have been slowly vanishing from society.

We need to raise awareness about these old trades so that they would not disappear

and we would be able to preserve this rich heritage of ours.
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Article 3: Singapore’s Disappearing Trades That Will Make You Feel Like A Stranger In Our Backyard

In summary, the articles also talk about how many of these old trades are closing down

because they could not keep up with times and cannot compete with other bigger

corporations. Thus, be it in 2015, 2020 and even now, they are still vanishing from

society. However, this would be a disaster as we would lose a very important part of our

tradition, heritage and history. We thus felt that it was important to raise awareness

about these old trades so that they would not disappear and we would be able to

preserve this rich heritage of ours, propelling us to embark on this project.

Secondly, we reviewed sites such as “Roots” and found out that most websites

introducing old trades only gave short descriptions of the various old trades and did not

feature games or quizzes.
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This is a picture of a website that only gives a rough overview of what the different old trades are about.
There are also no games or quizzes included.

Therefore, we decided to create a more detailed and resourceful website so that the

readers could deepen their understanding of old trades and learn in a fun way. We also

felt that it would be good to implement more interactive features such as quizzes,

games and interviews to pique the interest of students.
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3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Needs Analysis
A needs analysis was created in order to ascertain the applicability of this project. By

sending out a survey to 51 participants, we were able to find out how much students

really knew about the various old trades in Singapore and how the new resources would

help them expand their knowledge of old trades. The survey showed that 76.5% of the

respondents did not know what were some of Singapore’s old trades (Fig. 1), while only

3 of the 14 respondents truly knew what were Singapore’s old trades (Fig. 2), indicating

that many students had misconceptions. Furthermore, we received many inaccurate

responses when we tested them on some old trades trivia (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4), indicating

that many students had very shallow understanding on old trades.
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3.2 Survey Results

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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3.3 Development of Resources
After a review was carried out, the resource package was planned to cater to the

students’ needs. In the end, it included a website and an Instagram page. The website

included the history and heritage of old trades, detailed introductions of 6 old trades, 2

quizzes, crossword puzzles and interview videos. We also left our email account

svot2021@gmail.com on the website so that students could easily voice their opinions

or clarify doubts. For our Instagram page, it was a platform we had used to disseminate

information about old trades through the uploading of infographics.

Website:

Section on the History and Heritage of Old Trades
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An example of the introduction of old trades

For every old trade featured, we also created a short guide for students to visit some places they were
located at
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An interview video with a Street Cobbler

Online Quiz done on “Wordwall” (Link:

https://wordwall.net/resource/18403557/singapores-vanishing-old-trades)
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Short answer questions on the website

An example of a crossword puzzle done
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Instagram Page:

A set of infographics made to educate viewers on the different old trades
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3.4 Pilot Test
The first pilot test was administered to a group of 40 HCI students. From the results, we

can see that our project was mostly well-received, with 100% of the students indicating

that our website was “Good” and “Excellent” (Fig. 5), while 95% of them gave a review

of at least 4 out of 5 for the helpfulness of the website (Fig. 6). Furthermore, we could

also see that the respondents benefited from the two features “Information on the

different old trades” and “History and heritage of old trades the most (Fig.7), showing

that we had achieved our objectives of allowing students to appreciate the history and

culture of these old trades and to provide information for students to explore these old

trades on their own. The interactive features of our website, quizzes, games and

interviews, did not lag far behind too, showing that it managed to capture the interest of

our respondents also. From the comments received from participants (Fig. 8), it could

be said that many students felt that they benefited from the website which was

informative and aesthetically pleasing.

Fig. 5
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Fig. 6

Fig. 7
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Fig. 8
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Lastly, from a poll put up on our Instagram page (Fig. 9), it is evident that most had

benefited from the infographics uploaded, with 95% of the 20 users indicating that the

Instagram Page had been helpful and interesting.

Fig. 9
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4. OUTCOME AND DISCUSSION
The worldwide pandemic, Covid-19, resulted in many restrictions being put in place in

Singapore, which has affected our interviewing process and limited the places that we

could visit. Furthermore, some stall owners preferred not to take an interview as they

were exhausted after a long day’s work. Although we managed to conduct 2 interviews

and created videos to showcase them, some respondents felt that it would be better if

more had been conducted. Still, they were still engaging and interesting to view.

For our website, we made it more user-friendly by reducing the wall of words in some of

the sections, replacing them with more videos. We also added more pictures so that the

website would be more eye-capturing and would also help increase students’

understanding of the topic on old trades.

For our Instagram page, some feedback said that they could not access the

infographics as they did not have an account. Hence, we dedicated a section on our

website to showcase our infographics too, catering to the needs of these students.

Although our project has proven to allow students to appreciate the rich heritage and

culture of Singapore’s old trades, to realise the importance of preserving them, the old

trades may still continue to vanish because of rapid modernisation and the lack of

successors. Thus, our project may only be able to educate others about Singapore’s old

trades but cannot actually help safeguard them. Furthermore, we were only able to

reach out to HCI students while it takes a nation’s effort to preserve these old trades.

Hence, there was a limited impact we had on reviving the businesses of these old

trades. Nevertheless, as a group, we still did our very best in advocating the importance

of safeguarding Singapore’s vanishing old trades.
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5. CONCLUSION
Singapore’s Vanishing Old Trades was definitely not an easy undertaking but through

this journey, we have learnt more about Singapore’s rich history and heritage through

our research done on old trades. We have also learnt valuable skill sets such as

research skills and critical thinking, which are things that cannot be learnt from

textbooks. We also improved on our interviewing and communication skills through our

interviews with the stall owners. We were also undeterred by some of their rejections

and learnt how to strive amongst adversity. We also learnt how to work as a team better

so that we could complete tasks more efficiently and overcome challenges together. In

addition, we learnt various poster designing and video editing techniques through the

creation of the infographics and interviews. Although we met with various obstacles, we

persevered with the vision that we would be able to create resources that could benefit

people and let more people know about the unsung heroes and trades of Singapore. All

in all, this project provided us with very meaningful experiences such as the interactions

with stall owners and learning more about our Singaporean identity.
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